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Documentary On One - Playing with Pride

Introduction
Every radio documentary
is accompanied by a set
of teaching and learning
resources.  The resources begin
with a suggested plan for a
unit of work using the learning
outcomes from the Junior
Cycle English specification.  
Worksheets are indicated
by codes which include the
name of the documentary,
the worksheet (WS) reference
number and the page where it
can be found e.g. (Playing with
Pride WS 1 -Pg. 7)
Appendices containing
additional resources (i.e.
printable worksheets for
students) can be found at the
end of each unit of work.
This unit is organised as follows:
Pre-listening resources which
encourage students to think
around the central theme of
the unit.

Documentary on One
- English Educational Resources
‘Playing with Pride’

in association with RTÉ Learning and Development
and JCT  www.rte.ie/doconone

Active listening resources to
promote careful listening.
Post-listening resources which
are linked directly to the
documentary content.
Resources for a summative
assessment which focus
on measuring the learning
achieved by students in the
unit.
In addition there are further
reflective/ creative resources
which could be used to
support learning, teaching and
assessment in the unit.
Teachers who choose to use
these reflective/ creative
resources can refer to the
structure outlined in the
Planning section and to the
model used in the Summative
Assessment section.
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Planning

Rich Learning
Experiences with
RTÉ Radio 1’s
Documentary On
One - Playing with
Pride

As the diagram indicates, it is during the planning
stage that the teacher will select the learning
outcomes and design the teaching and learning
around these learning outcomes.
It is advisable to plan the summative assessment task
in the initial stages to support the formative assessment
throughout the unit. This ensures that the teacher can
constantly monitor the learning of each student in
terms of the chosen learning outcomes.
The teacher and/or students will select the texts,
resources and materials required to support the
learning outcomes.
Formative assessment will be ongoing throughout the
unit to support the learning.
Learning Outcomes Addressed by the Unit
This is a unit of lessons focused on the theme of
independence and using as its primary text the
documentary Playing with Pride.

Learning
and
Teaching

While this unit could be seen

Cloze Test

to address a number of
Learning Outcomes in the

Thought Tracking

Resources

English Specification the key
outcomes addressed here

Planning

Choose learning outcomes

are OL 1, OL3 and W1, W7. The
summative assessment tasks at
the end of the unit facilitate the
assessment of these learning
outcomes.  
It is inevitable that other
learning outcomes will be

Playing with Pride
Resources

Documentary
on One
Playing with Pride
Venn
Diagram

encountered but these are not

Create summative
assessment to
ensure the learning
outcomes have
been achieved

Class Discussion
Self Esteem

Texts
Formative
Assessment

the main focus of the unit.
* See Appendix for details of learning outcomes
Documentary on One
- English Educational Resources
‘Playing with Pride’

in association with RTÉ Learning and Development
and JCT  www.rte.ie/doconone
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Resources
About the Documentary On One - Playing with Pride
Title 			

Playing with Pride

Listening Duration 		

40 mins

Documentary Link
http://www.rte.ie/radio1/doconone/radio-documentary-playing-with-pride.html
Relevant Links		

www.stlaurenceotoolesgns.ie

About Us
Documentary On One is
a series of multi awardwinning documentaries
from RTÉ Radio 1. With
almost 1,500 documentaries
on offer online, it has
the largest archive of
documentaries available
anywhere at no cost. All of
the programmes are radio
stories about real life.
In association with RTÉ
Learning and Development,

Documentary Summary
This documentary tells the incredible story of a young girls’
Gaelic football team from Sheriff Street in Dublin’s inner city.
The documentary is recorded during the run-up to a Cumann
na mBunscoil semi-final during the month of November. Told
through lively side-line recordings during the match, interviews
with teachers and parents, along with humorous snippets from
the girls themselves, “Playing with Pride” paints a vivid picture
of the importance of sport within this proud and often tested
community.

Documentary on One has
chosen a range of radio
documentaries which
may be used in the English
classroom. To complement
these documentaries, a
collection of free online
teaching resources has
been created to develop
students’ written, reading
and oral proficiency.

As with any text to be presented to students, it is strongly recommended that you listen in full to the
radio documentary before introducing it to the classroom. This is to ensure its suitability in your own
context and for all learners in your class. RTÉ and its partners cannot accept any liability should the
content of any of these documentaries prove unsuitable for some learners or their teachers.
All the pdfs and sound files are easily accessible in the “Educational Resources” section of the
Documentary On One website www.rte.ie/doconone and the “Education” section of the free
DocOnOne mobile app available on iPhone, Android and iPad.
We hope that you and your students enjoy the documentaries and accompanying resources!

Documentary on One
- English Educational Resources
‘Playing with Pride’

in association with RTÉ Learning and Development
and JCT  www.rte.ie/doconone

These are based on the
Junior Cycle Key Skills and
Learning Outcomes in the
new specification.
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Documentary On One - Playing with Pride

Pr

g

Teacher
Guidelines

L i s t e ni n
e

Teaching, Learning
and Formative Assessment

1. The theme of pride
•

Students will discuss the meaning of the word ‘pride’ in groups. After agreeing on
a final definition they will write it on the worksheet (Playing with Pride WS 1 -Pg. 7).

•

The teacher will now tell the students that ‘Pride’ is the theme of the documentary
that they are going to listen to. If necessary, the class can discuss what a theme is
and students can then write a definition on their worksheet.

•

Students will then write down three things they are proud of.

•

Finally students will imagine what the documentary is about, based on the title
“Playing with Pride”. They can then revisit this after they have listened to it and

•

Lis
it ve ten

g
in

2. Playing with Pride
Your initial reactions

Ac

compare their predictions with the actual content of the documentary.

Students will now listen to the first clip from the documentary
(Playing with Pride Clip 1 which lasts ninety seconds).

•

While listening students can answer the comprehension
questions (Playing with Pride WS 2 -Pg. 8). They may need to
listen to this clip twice.

•

After the comprehension section there is one reflection question on the same
worksheet.  This asks students to consider and discuss (with a partner) the
relationship between the documentary title and content of the clip.  They can
share thoughts with the class.
Documentary on One
- English Educational Resources
‘Playing with Pride’

in association with RTÉ Learning and Development
and JCT  www.rte.ie/doconone
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The Theme
of Pride

STUDENT WORKSHEET

Pr

Documentary On One - Playing with Pride

Write a definition of the word “Pride”
_____________________________________________________________________________
Now complete the sentence below
A theme is ………………………………………………………………………………….……
Finally, write a list of three things you are proud of
1. ____________________________________________________________________________
2. ____________________________________________________________________________
3. ____________________________________________________________________________

The title of the documentary you will listen to is ‘Playing with Pride’. Based on the
title what do you think this documentary is about?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
(Playing with Pride WS 1)

Documentary on One
- English Educational Resources
‘Playing with Pride’

in association with RTÉ Learning and Development
and JCT  www.rte.ie/doconone
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Playing with Pride Your Initial Reactions

Li st e
e
v
n
ti

Name ________________________________________
Today’s Date   ________________________________

Directions:
Listen to the first thirty seconds of the documentary and answer the questions which
follow.
1. At which point of the match does this ‘pep talk’ take place? ______________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
2. How many goals does the coach want them to score in the second half? __________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
3. Whose job is it to “give out” to the players? _______________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
4. What makes parents feel proud? _________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
5. What is the coach convinced about? ____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
6. The coach shouts three questions at the girls at the end of his ‘pep-talk’. Write down
one of these questions and their response. ___________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Reflection Question
1.
How are the coach’s final three questions, at the end of his pep-talk, related to
the title of the documentary “Playing with Pride”? Discuss this with a partner and then
write your answer.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
(Playing with Pride WS 2)

Documentary on One
- English Educational Resources
‘Playing with Pride’

in association with RTÉ Learning and Development
and JCT  www.rte.ie/doconone
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•

Li st e
e
v
n
ti

Students will listen to the next clip from the documentary (Playing with Pride Clip 2 which lasts one
minute) and fill in the missing words on the worksheet (Playing with Pride WS 3.1 -Pg. 10).

•

An additional, more advanced step for students is to guess the words before listening to the clip.

•

After correcting the missing words and discussing the content of the passage, students will now
compare the facilities described in the extract with those in their school/ local area using the Venn.
Diagram Template (Playing with Pride WS 3.2 -Pg. 11).

Solution to Active Listening 3 – Find the Missing Word

This is an urban area. This is inner-city Dublin and it’s not a new phenomenon that we haven’t had
grass. We don’t have grass cos we’re, you know, in town. Slap bang in the middle of town here. And
it’s… we don’t have big rolling fields and pitches to play on. We have to go to the outskirts… I mean
Fairview Park would be… it’s not a million miles away, in fairness. It would be the nearest bunch of
pitches we have, to the school. But Croke Park I think is physically, possibly physically, the closest
to us. It’s a concrete jungle area absolutely, and we have difficulties here that other schools don’t
have. We’ve never trained on grass, we’ve never used, never trained with football boots… The only
time they actually use football boots and used grass is when they’re playing a match. But that’s the
way this area is, the way the inner city is, that’s the way working class areas are…
Excerpt from Playing with Pride Clip 2.

Documentary on One
- English Educational Resources
‘Playing with Pride’

in association with RTÉ Learning and Development
and JCT  www.rte.ie/doconone
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3. An Urban Perspective:
Find the Missing Word
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An Urban Perspective:

Ac

Documentary On One - Playing with Pride

Find the Missing Word

Name ___________________________________ Today’s Date _____________________
Directions:
The text below is taken from the documentary. Listen to the next clip and fill in the missing
words.

This is an _______ area. This is inner-city Dublin and it’s not a new
_____________that we haven’t had grass. We don’t have grass cos
we’re, you know, in town. Slap bang in the middle of town here. And
it’s… we don’t have big __________ fields and pitches to play on. We
have to go to the outskirts… I mean Fairview Park would be… it’s not
a million miles away, in fairness. It would be the nearest bunch of
pitches we have, to the school. But _____________ I think is physically,
possibly physically, the closest to us. It’s a concrete jungle area
_________, and we have difficulties here that other schools don’t have.
We’ve never trained on grass, we’ve never used, never trained with
________________… The only time they actually use football boots and
used grass is when they’re playing a match. But that’s the way this area
is, the way the _________ is, that’s the way working class areas are…

(Playing with Pride WS 3.1)

Documentary on One
- English Educational Resources
‘Playing with Pride’

in association with RTÉ Learning and Development
and JCT  www.rte.ie/doconone
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Documentary on One
- English Educational Resources
‘Playing with Pride’

My School			

St. Laurence O’Toole’s

Name ________________________________________ Today’s Date   _________________________

St. Laurence O’Toole’s Girls’ Primary School, as described in the documentary.

Compare the sports facilities in your school or local area with the sports facilities described in

Directions:

An Urban Perspective:
Compare and Contrast

Li st e
e
v
n
ti

Documentary On One - Playing with Pride

in association with RTÉ Learning and Development
and JCT  www.rte.ie/doconone
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(Playing with Pride WS 3.2)
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4. Role Models

Ac

Documentary On One - Playing with Pride

Students will listen to the next clip (Playing with Pride Clip 3
which lasts less than two minutes). In this clip a member of
the local community describes the teacher/ team coach.

•

While listening to the clip, students will make a list of the teachers/ coach’s main
personality traits and achievements (Playing with Pride WS 4 - Pg. 13).

•

Students can then write about one of their own role models including their
personality traits and achievements.

5. Kicking for Confidence
•

In this excerpt (Playing with Pride Clip 4) which lasts for almost three minutes)
Aodhán O’Ríordáin (the teacher/ coach) discusses issues of self-esteem that
affect his students.  

•

Students will underline the key words or short phrases that highlight the reasons for
the girls’ poor self-esteem. The text is provided for students (Playing with Pride WS
5 -Pg. 14).

•

This can be followed by a class discussion inspired by the statement ‘Sports
improves peoples’ self esteem’. This discussion will feed into the final task.
(Summative Task: A Research-based project)

Documentary on One
- English Educational Resources
‘Playing with Pride’

in association with RTÉ Learning and Development
and JCT  www.rte.ie/doconone
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Li st e
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Name ________________________________________
Today’s Date   ________________________________
Directions:
Listen to the man interviewed in this clip and make a list of the main personality traits
and achievements of the teacher/ coach

Personality Traits

Achievements

Now write about one of your own role models and list some of their personality traits
and achievements.
My role model is ______________________________________________________________

Personality Traits

Achievements

(Playing with Pride WS 4)
Documentary on One
- English Educational Resources
‘Playing with Pride’

in association with RTÉ Learning and Development
and JCT  www.rte.ie/doconone
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Kicking for
Confidence

Ac

Documentary On One - Playing with Pride

Name ________________________________________
Today’s Date   ________________________________
Directions:
Listen to the excerpt when Aodhán O’Ríordáin (the teacher/ coach) discusses the issue of low selfesteem and poor confidence among the students.  
The text of this excerpt is below - read as you listen and underline the key words or short phrases that
highlight the reasons for their poor self-esteem.
“The kids have little self-esteem, they feel , they don’t feel very positive about themselves. They
talk through their hands, they say “I can’t” a lot. Every time they do something they’ll pull up
and say “Is that all right?” and they have this horrible word to describe themselves which is
“common” and they’ll tell you that they’re “common” and they speak common. There was
on occasion we were going to France and we had them all drilled before we went out to visit
the other school, the French school and one kid turned to me ad she said “Sir they’re going to
see we’re as common as muck”. And you know there’s reasons behind that. They never see
anybody or hear anybody who speaks like them on the radio unless they’re supposed to be, I
dunno, stupid or a thief or a criminal. Every time they go outside their own area they don’t feel
as comfortable as they do down here. And you have generations I suppose, of people who’ve,
from the wider community of Dublin I suppose, who’ve been made feel inferior. They’re made
feel inferior for whatever reason… and they feel inferior; they feel they’re not good enough.
And when you have generation after generation after generation of that, of people who’ve
been in difficult circumstances… you’ve had drugs, you’ve had unemployment, you’ve had
bad housing policy. And then you have the way that the wider society views these children
that you forget, people forget.  I mean I’m from Malahide and I know exactly what people
from Malahide think about people from areas like Sherriff St – and it’s not very positive.  And
you forget that these are eight, nine, ten year old kids in our school. It’s girls and they have so
many talents, they’ve so much ability. They’re so friendly, they’re so witty. In terms of drama,
in terms of music, in terms of sport, they just are incredible. And I’ve never seen any children
like them but they don’t believe it – they don’t believe in themselves and they have very low
self-esteem. They will shy away from, they won’t stick at things, they find it difficult to stick at
things. It’s, it’s almost.like pushing an elephant up a hill. Trying to convince them that they can.
I have the words “I can’t” banned from my classroom because that’s the first thing that comes
into their mind when they open the book and they say we’re going to do these now and it’s
almost like I can’t ... So football is a way of proving they have ability and they can, they can
achieve…it’s about proving they are as good as anybody else”

(Playing with Pride 5)
Documentary on One
- English Educational Resources
‘Playing with Pride’

in association with RTÉ Learning and Development
and JCT  www.rte.ie/doconone
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Students will actively listen to the next clip (Playing with
Pride Clip 5 which lasts for five minutes) in the documentary
paying particular attention to the emotions displayed by
teacher, students, parents and other spectators on the day
of the big match.  

•

While listening, students will think of a different emotion for
each group mentioned above and discuss their answers
with the class.

•

Li
t
s

s t e ni n
g

7. A Freeze-Frame
Moment and
Internal Monologue

Po

•

Li st e
e
v
n
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6. Characters and
Emotions

Ac

Documentary On One - Playing with Pride

Based on what they have listened to, the class will now create a
freeze-frame of a moment from the end of the game. They should
divide into the following groups
- The players from Sheriff St.
- The players on the other team
- The parents and supporters
- The teachers and managers

•

Each group has five minutes to discuss their freeze-frame after which
they must pose. The teacher has the option to do “thought-tracking”
which involves pointing to a student and asking them to vocalise the
character’s thoughts at that moment.

•

This can be followed by a creative writing exercise where students will
write the internal monologue of their character from the freeze-frame
(Playing with Pride WS 7 -Pg. 16). It may be necessary to define the
key characteristics of an internal monologue.

* A Freeze-Frame moment is where students work together to create
a single moment from the story. They create a group picture by each
assuming the role of a different character at that moment (e.g. one of the

Important Note:
There is a lot of detail and
depth in this fascinating
documentary and because
of this the tasks have been
structured around selected
clips for the first 6 tasks. This
will enable the students to
get a ‘gist’ of what happens.
When this has been done
the students can listen to the
documentary in full (or two
halves), in class or at home.
It is important to do this final
part of the process so the
student gets the experience
of listening to an entire
documentary, as they would
with a film.

players or parents) and collectively freeze-frame.
(Playing with Pride WS 5)
Documentary on One
- English Educational Resources
‘Playing with Pride’

in association with RTÉ Learning and Development
and JCT  www.rte.ie/doconone
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A Freeze-Frame Moment
and Internal Monologue

Po

Documentary On One - Playing with Pride

Name ____________________________________________
Today’s Date ____________________________________
Directions:
Based on your character in the freeze-frame exercise, imagine their thoughts just after
the final whistle of the match sounded and write these thoughts into the speech bubble
below.

(Playing with Pride WS 7)

Documentary on One
- English Educational Resources
‘Playing with Pride’

in association with RTÉ Learning and Development
and JCT  www.rte.ie/doconone
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Writing a Script

Su mm

Documentary On One - Playing with Pride

Students will create a script for two characters based on the
theme of ‘pride’.

1. Teachers may wish to play the short clip (Playing with Pride
Clip 6 which is 2 minutes in length) featuring Peter Watson, the father of three girls,
explaining “it’s a great way for me and her [his daughter] to communicate and talk
to each other. It’s a common interest”.  Students can use this for inspiration if they
wish. Using the worksheet (Playing with Pride WS 8.1 -Pg. 18) students can use the
dialogue boxes as a scaffolding tool for their script.
2. Students and the teacher will discuss and construct a set of success criteria (Playing
with Pride WS 8.2 -Pg. 19) based on the model provided below.  Students should
include some of the following in the success criteria:
• Format

Characterisation

• Background to the scene

Dialect

• Stage and character directions

Clear story

• Correct use of punctuation

Correct use of register

3. To prepare students for writing a script, the teacher will provide an excerpt of a
drama (excerpts from RTE’s Drama on One or prescriptive plays from the New Junior
Cycle Curriculum e.g. Blood Brothers by Willy Russell are appropriate exemplars).
4. Students will then produce a written draft and edit their scene. It should be about
3-4 A4 pages.
5. The scene can be presented orally to the class/ teacher by recording it or reading it
aloud with a classmate.  In pairs, they will discuss their work with their partner.  
6. Once the first draft is complete, they will receive constructive feedback from their
peers and teacher.  Students can fill in the Peer Assessment worksheet (Playing with
Pride WS 8.3 -Pg. 20).
7. Using the feedback, students will work on redrafting their script.  They will then hand
up their final draft along with the previous draft to show their progress.
Documentary on One
- English Educational Resources
‘Playing with Pride’

in association with RTÉ Learning and Development
and JCT  www.rte.ie/doconone
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Documentary On One - Playing with Pride

Su mm
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ss

A Dialogue Before
the Big Match or
Dialogue About Pride

iv e A s s e
t
a

Name ___________________________________ Today’s Date _____________________
Directions:
It’s the evening before the big match and Peter Watson and his daughter are having a
chat about tomorrow’s game.   
Draft the conversation which takes place and then present it to another group. Make
sure to read it aloud as this will help you to edit and finalise your work.
Or
Imagine a conversation between two people based around the idea of ‘pride’.

(Playing with Pride WS 8.1)
Documentary on One
- English Educational Resources
‘Playing with Pride’

in association with RTÉ Learning and Development
and JCT  www.rte.ie/doconone
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Script

Su mm

Documentary On One - Playing with Pride

Name ___________________________________ Today’s Date _____________________
Directions:
You have been asked to create a scene based on two characters talking. After discussing it
with your class, write a list of the success criteria for scriptwriting below.

Success Criteria for a Script
Success Criterion: Format
How you will address it: I will write the character’s name and then the dialogue
e.g. Father: Have you got your gear ready for tomorrow?
Success Criterion:              
How you will address it:   
Success Criterion:              
How you will address it:   
Success Criterion:              
How you will address it:   
Success Criterion:              
How you will address it:   
Success Criterion:              
How you will address it:   
Success Criterion:              
How you will address it:   
Success Criterion:              
How you will address it:   
(Playing with Pride WS 8.2)
Documentary on One
- English Educational Resources
‘Playing with Pride’

in association with RTÉ Learning and Development
and JCT  www.rte.ie/doconone
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Peer Assessment
Folk Tale
Writing Peer
a AScript
Assessment
-Success Criteria

Su mm

Documentary On One - Playing with Pride

My Name
My Partner’s Name
Today’s Date
Positive comments
Write down three positive comments about your
partner’s work.
Remember to check the success criteria agreed
with your class. Which of these did your partner do
well?

Suggestions I can make for improvement

Below is a list of some vocabulary which might help you to write a good peer assessment
Excellent
Outstanding
Attention-grabbing
Spectacular
Impressive

Fascinating
Clear
Stunning
Articulate
Entertaining

Well planned
Interesting
Well prepared
Authentic
Diverse

Noteworthy
Well researched
Inspired
Creative
Educational

(Playing with Pride WS 8.3)
Documentary on One
- English Educational Resources
‘Playing with Pride’

in association with RTÉ Learning and Development
and JCT  www.rte.ie/doconone
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Documentary On One - Playing with Pride

A.1 Post-Listening
Listening to the
Documentary
Students will listen to the entire documentary now (at home or in class).
Optional Homework Task is to ask students to consider the following questions before
summing up their thoughts.
• What was your favourite moment? Explain your answer.
• What did you discover that surprised you?
• How does this relate to your ideas about the “theme of pride” from the first lesson?
Students could summarise the story and theme in a video, podcast or audio clip (most
mobile phones do this) or display it through multi-media (using e.g. Powerpoint, Prezi,
Stop Motion Animation etc.) or through an illustration (e.g. by drawing a comic strip or
using an app such as Comic Life which turns photos and words into a finished story for
a comic).

(Playing With Pride A1)

Documentary on One
- English Educational Resources
‘Playing with Pride’

in association with RTÉ Learning and Development
and JCT  www.rte.ie/doconone
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STUDENT WORKSHEET

Documentary On One - Playing with Pride

A.2 Reflective/ Creative
Our Team Chant
Name ___________________________________
Today’s Date ___________________________
Directions:
After listening to the girls of St. Laurence O’Toole’s
Primary School for Girls (Playing with Pride clip 7),
write/ record a team chant/ Rap, which could be
used by your schoolmates at matches.
Write the words of your chant/rap below.

(Playing With Pride A2)
Documentary on One
- English Educational Resources
‘Playing with Pride’

in association with RTÉ Learning and Development
and JCT  www.rte.ie/doconone
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Documentary On One - Playing with Pride

Identity and
Achievements Project
Name ________________________________________
Today’s Date   ________________________________
Directions:
• After reading or listening to the excerpt from the documentary (printed below) and discussing the
topic “Identity and Achievements”, you will now research a famous person whose achievements
have proved they are as good as anybody else, despite hardships they have experienced.
• You will submit this as a final piece of work.
• You can do so in the form of an interview (third person), memoir (first person) or a radio talk/
podcast (written or as audio), poster (including key moments/key events and key words) etc.

“They never see anybody or hear anybody who speaks like them on the radio unless they’re
supposed to be, I dunno, stupid or a thief or a criminal. Every time they go outside their own area
they don’t feel as comfortable as they do down here. And you have generations I suppose, of
people who’ve, from the wider community of Dublin I suppose, who’ve been made feel inferior.
They’re made feel inferior for whatever reason… and they feel inferior; they feel they’re not good
enough. And when you have generation after generation after generation of that, of people
who’ve been in difficult circumstances… you’ve had drugs, you’ve had unemployment, you’ve
had bad housing policy. And then you have the way that the wider society views these children
that you forget, people forget.  I mean I’m from Malahide and I know exactly what people from
Malahide think about people from areas like Sherriff St – and it’s not very positive.  And you forget
that these are eight, nine, ten year old kids in our school. It’s girls and they have so many talents,
they’ve so much ability. They’re so friendly, they’re so witty. In terms of drama, in terms of music, in
terms of sport, they just are incredible. And I’ve never seen any children like them but they just don’t
believe it – they don’t believe in themselves and they have very low self-esteem. They will shy away
from, they won’t stick at things, they find it difficult to stick at things. It’s, it’s almost ...like pushing
an elephant up a hill... So football is a way of proving they have ability and they can, they can
achieve…it’s about proving they are as good as anybody else”
Playing with Pride Clip 4

(Playing With Pride A3)
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TEACHER GUIDELINES

Documentary On One - Playing with Pride

Learning outcomes
addressed in this unit of
learning

pendi
p
x
A

(from Junior Cycle Specification)
Oral Literacy
1.  Know and use the conventions of oral language interaction in a variety of contexts including
     class groups for a range of purposes such as asking for information, stating an opinion,
     listening to others, informing, explaining, arguing, persuading, criticising, commentating,
     narrating, imagining, speculating.
3.  Engage in extended and constructive discussion of their own and other students’ work.
Writing
1. Demonstrate their understanding that there is a clear purpose for all writing activities and be
    able to plan, draft, re-draft, and edit their own writing as appropriate.
7. Respond imaginatively in writing to their texts showing a critical appreciation of language,   
    style and content, choice of words, language patterns, tone, images.

(Playing With Pride A4.1)
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TEACHER GUIDELINES
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pendi
p
x
A

Template for planning
a unit of work.

Teaching
and
Learning
Resources
Planning
Choose learning outcomes
Create summative assessment
to ensure these learning
outcomes are achieved

Texts
Formative
Assessment
(Playing With Pride A4.2)
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